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Abstract  
 

Despite the high expectation for the value of Business to 

Consumer (B2C) Electronic Commerce (EC) its adoption 

has not yet been fully understood. Many hotels have discov-

ered that they have not yet reaped the expected benefits from 

their B2C EC investments.  The main objective of this paper 
is to examine the relationship between relative advantage, 

compatibility, complexity, attitude, information intensity and 

competition as well as their impact on the realization of B2C 

EC benefits. A contribution of this paper is the development 

of the of a research framework to examine the factors that 

affecting B2C EC implementation in the hotel industry. A 

quantitative research design was used through a question-

naire to collect the data from a sample of 332 hotels in South 

Africa 2012.   

 

Introduction 
 

 Information technology (IT) has become crucial in terms 

of influencing and shaping organisational strategy and suc-

cess. It is therefore necessary for an organisation to success-

fully adopt technological innovations. The use of EC for 

business transactions is considered to be an important tool in 

conducting business. [1] state that Electronic commerce 

(EC) should be adopted, managed and operated at maximum 

effectiveness if one’s business is to succeed in the global 
marketplace of the 21st century [2] state that EC can provide 

the opportunity to create new relationships between sellers 

and buyers, as well as provide opportunities for all kinds of 

business organisations to share information on a daily basis. 

The Internet provides a way for consumers to make better 

purchasing decisions as it offers consumers relatively more 

information about products as well as alternatives from 

which to choose. B2C is the most widely recognised form of 

EC, as it includes online purchasing and other relevant elec-

tronic transactions that reflect the direction of delivery from 

Business-to-Consumer (B2C) [3];[4]. With EC, customers 

can have direct contact with businesses to buy goods and 
services. In addition, businesses and customers can eliminate 

the costs involved in working through intermediaries.  

 

 Customers are more interested than before for product-

associated information so that they can minimise their buy-

ing risks [5]. It was initially believed that one benefit of IT 

would enable the hotels to promote themselves directly to 

customers and thus sell their rooms more cheaply than if 

using expensive call centres. If hotels increase direct B2C 

transactions by offering online reservation, consumers can 

 choose which hotel to go to by looking at the products being 

offered on the website. Hotels will be the ones to sell their 

rooms, thus increasing the hotels’ profits and removing the 

commissions and other fees charged by intermediaries. Be-

cause of the increase in B2C transactions, there will be an 

increase in consumer loyalty and trust which means the ho-
tels have to implement and invest in the most recent tech-

nologies for their websites so as to encourage user accep-

tance [6]. 

 

 Today’s guests are becoming more demanding than ever. 

Many hotels need to improve their operational efficiency, in 

order to stay in a competitive position in today’s market, 

which can be done by upgrading and adapting to new  

technologies. [7 and [8]  state that  hotels that quickly adopt  

improved  IT systems are less likely to lose potential cus-

tomers to other hotels that offer better facilities. If a hotel 

wants to meet its guests’ IT demands, it means that the hotel 
must take into consideration the trends of business travelers. 

Travelers, who have become dissatisfied with their usual 

choice and have not yet become loyal to a specific hotel, will 

switch from one hotel to another until they are satisfied [5].  

 

 The purpose of this study is to identify the unique condi-

tions that may cause hotels to either accept or reject the new 

technology. Some of the main reasons include the complexi-

ty of the new technology, attitude of managers towards the 

technology, compatibility of new technology with the old 

technology used by the organisation and inadequate informa-
tion about the technology. Based on literature review, it has 

been suggested that user’s resistance could be the result of 

bad experiences from previous attempts to use new technol-

ogy or its usefulness [9] and [10]. However, the resistance of 

using the new technology may drive away loyal customers 

from the hotel. 

 

 The South African tourism industry is a well-known on-

line advertiser that specifically targets international clients. 

South Africans use overseas sites, such as Amazon.com, to 

buy products and services [11]. There are a growing number 

of online South African consumers purchasing products, 
over the Internet. In 2001 online sales in South Africa in the 
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retail industry represented R162.6 million. In 2003, 35% of 

retailers in South Africa were using the Internet to trade on-

line and the total amount spent on shopping online that year 

was R341 million. Online retail sales represented 0.14 per 

cent of the South African retail market in 2003 [12]. The 

reason for this rapid growth is that shoppers find that many 

products and services are not as expensive when bought 

through the web, because the process eliminates costly in-
termediaries [13] and [14]. In South Africa it was estimated 

that in 2008 online food purchasing would be US$2.4 billion 

on grocery market [12].   

 

Methodology 
  

The purpose of the study is to find out if there is a rela-

tionship between the independent variables and the depen-
dent variables. In the present study the independent variables 

used are relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, atti-

tude, information intensity and competition and the depen-

dent variable is B2C order taking. 

 

A quantitative research design has been used for the study. 

A correlation and descriptive survey has been used.  The aim 

of the study is to develop a research framework to examine 

the factors affecting the realization of B2C order taking EC 

implementation for the hotel industry in South Africa.  A 

pilot survey of IT managers of 8 hotels was conducted. The 

374 questionnaire were self-administered and 332 were ob-
tained giving an overall response rate of 83% including 26 

that were received by email.  Pearson’s correlation analysis 

and Spearman’s correlation were used to assess the relation-

ship between each of the independent variables and the de-

pendent variables [15].  

 

The hotels were drawn from the database of three major 

groups of hotels as suggested by the South African Tourism 

office [16]. The target population was hotel managers in 

South Africa because they make the final decisions on capi-

tal expenditure and they work directly with the information 
technology professionals. Systematic sampling was done 

from each of the groups so that they would all be 

represented. 

 

In the literature reviewed, the researcher identified relative 

advantage, compatibility, complexity, information intensity 

and competition as the independent variable and the extent 

of EC adoption in B2C order taking as the dependent varia-

ble. 

 

Findings 
 Cronbach’s alpha for the set of questions asked on B2C 

order taking is 0.650. This indicates a reasonable consisten-

cy to the responses. (The alpha value increases to 0.791 if 

the question on e-check-out is omitted from the set. Howev-

er, the researcher has chosen to leave it in for the sake of 

completeness.) For the sake of analysis, the questions have 

thus been joined into a single measure of the extent of e-

commerce with regard to B2C order taking. 

 

Table 1: Correlation analysis of B2C order taking 

Independent Corr. Sig. Mean S.D. 

Relative advan-

tage 

.117 1. 3.97 0.71 

Compatibility .244** .000 4.25 0.719 

Complexity .295** .000 3.86 0.85 

Attitude .072 .190 3.01 1.09 

Information In-

tensity 

.358** .000 4.21 0.76 

Competition .421** .000 3.29 1.22 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  

 

 To examine the association between B2C order taking and 

the independent variables Pearson’s correlation analysis was 

applied. Table 1, above, indicates the correlation analysis of 
EC adoption on B2C order taking. Except for relative advan-

tage and attitude all the other independent variables show 

that they have an influence on the extent of adoption of EC 

on B2C order taking. The highest rated variables with the 

highest mean on B2C order taking are compatibility and 

information intensity. 

 

Table 2: Multiple regression coefficients  

  

Standardised coeffi-

cients Sig. 

 Beta Std. Error Beta 

Complexity .521** .042 .000 

Information intensi-

ty 
.171** .041 .000 

Competition .371** .042 .000 

Compatibility .144** .041 .000 

Dependent variable: order taking 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  

 

 Table 2, shows that relative advantage and managers’ atti-

tudes offer no significant contribution to this model. The 

beta coefficients give a measure of the contribution of each 

variable to the model. All the variables have a positive influ-

ence on the extent of adoption of EC on B2C outbound 

communication.  
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Complexity                    0.52 The Extent of 

  

EC adoption 

 

 on B2C 

 

 Order taking 

Information intensity    0.17                                                                                

Compatibility                0.14 

Competition                   0.37  

Figure 1. The research framework. 

   
 From the above Figure 1 Compatibility contributes β= 

0.52, Information Intensity contributes β = 0.17, Compatibil-

ity contributes β = 0.14 and competition contributes β 

=0.34of the frame work  

 

 Based on the questionnaire all but one question is not sig-

nificant; the other questions show that there is an association 

between having an Internet connection and B2C order tak-

ing. Booking is done over the Internet and in that way the 

hotel is able to confirm its bookings with customers. Ninety-

five percent of the respondents reported that they use the 
Internet to make electronic bookings; customers can check 

and track their bookings by way of the Internet as well as do 

payments. Orders are taken by way of the Internet and the 

customer receives a response via the Internet. If it is an on-

line booking then the customer receives booking information 

immediately as to whether or not there is a room available 

and when the room will be available. If the customer does 

not use online booking, he/she can book by way of email 

and then wait for an email response from the hotel. Such an 

action involves both the customer and the hotel using EC, 

and this is done through the hotel’s website there by elimi-

nating the middle person as suggested by [17]. 
 

 The question on customers checking out electronically 

comes out as insignificant in that customers are expected to 

check out via the hotel reception counter. The same hotels 

accept electronic payments yet expect their customers to 

check out manually, even though it takes time and the cus-

tomer may well have to stand in a queue. 

 

 E-checkout is a facility that is offered by some interna-

tional hotels, but in South Africa 86% of the guests have to 

queue to check out manually of the hotel, with e-checkout 
facilities, a guest can check out electronically and then simp-

ly leave the room key at the reception desk. When guests 

wish to leave, they can make an electronic payment to the 

hotel and then leave, not having to go through the inconve-

nience of queuing at the reception desk. This is one area 

where hotels in South Africa still need to improve; a large 

percentage of South African hotels still expect their guests to 

queue in order to check out. It is presently difficult for trav-

elers to switch from one hotel to the next considering that 

86% of the hotels still do not have this facility. [7] and [8] 

state that hotels that do not adopt or improve their IT sys-

tems will lose potential customers. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 Manager’s perception of EC, regarding compatibility, 

complexity managers’ attitude, information intensity and 

competition have a significantly positive relationship with 

the extent of adoption of EC in B2C order taking. Correla-

tion analysis indicates that the four factors influence the ex-

tent of EC adoption in B2C order taking.  

 

 Managers are not sure about the direct benefits that can be 

derived from EC [18] and [19]. In a study by [20] South 

African firms were asked to state benefits of EC it was found 
that most of the firms were not aware of the advantages, that 

is why relative was not significant in the study. Manager’s 

attitude was also not significant in the study managers 

showed that they did not perceive attitude to be a predictor 

of EC.  

 

 Compatibility, complexity, information intensity and 

competition have a positive relationship and the findings are 

consistent with other studies that have been done about these 

variables. Do not include headers, footers or page numbers 

other than as already found in this manuscript. Please note 

that the headers, footers or page numbers are different for 
the first page, and the rest of the even and odd pages. Actual 

page numbers and other running heads will be modified 

when the publications are assembled. 
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